Notch signalling is off and is uncoupled from HES1 expression in Ewing's sarcoma.
Notch can act as an oncogene or as a tumour suppressor and thus can either promote or inhibit tumour cell growth. To establish Notch status in Ewing's sarcoma family of tumours (ESFT), we investigated the Notch pathway by gene expression profiling meta-analysis or immunohistochemistry in samples obtained from 96 and 24 ESFT patients, respectively. We found that although Notch receptors were highly expressed, Notch did not appear to be active, as evidenced by the absence of Notch receptors in cell nuclei. In contrast, we show that Notch receptors known to be active in colon adenocarcinoma, hepatocarcinoma, and pancreatic carcinoma stain cell nuclei in these tumours. High expression of the Notch effector HES1 transcription factor, usually used as a surrogate marker for active Notch, was also restricted to outside of the nucleus in the majority of ESFT, and analysis of HES1 gene targets indicated HES1 to be transcriptionally inactive. Neither forced activation nor pharmacological or genetic blocking of Notch affected HES1 expression in ESFT cells, indicating HES1 expression to be uncoupled from the Notch pathway. Additional functional studies in ESFT cell lines confirmed Notch to be switched off. Finally, unlike experiments in which HES1 expression was modulated, experimental activation of Notch in ESFT cell lines via several means blocked cell proliferation and reduced their clonogenic potential in soft agar. These indicate that HES1 is uncoupled from Notch in ESFT, that EWS-FLI1-mediated inhibition of Notch contributes to ESFT aggressive cell growth, and support a role for Notch in ESFT tumour suppression, at least partly through the Notch effector HEY1.